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Best-in-class performance and efficiency 

packed into a sophisticated and flexible design. 

Processing from 20 to 390 pounds per hour. 

Blending  |   Conveying  |   Dr ying 

Process Cool ing  |   Heat Transfer  |   S ize Reduction

NGX Series
D e s i c c a n t  B e d  D r y e r s

Best-in-Class Performance

Energy Eff icient

Flexible Configurations

Advanced Controls



Energy Efficient 

Optimized desiccant beds and regeneration cycle provide 

increased efficiency that lowers energy consumption by 27% 

when compared to wheel drying technology.

The highly capable dual-bed dryer maintains a consistent  

dew point below -40° degrees in most resins & operating  

conditions throughout the drying cycle.

Best-in-Class Drying Performance 
Produce High-Quality Parts 

Reduce Operating Costs 

Flexible Configurations

Portable carts, integrated conveying, and machine  

mounted configurations allow integration into nearly  

any unique factory footprint.

Optimize Floor Space Utilization

Advanced Controls

Color Touch Screen, Allen-Bradley PLC, and two-way remote  

monitoring capabilities provide a robust platform to easily  

capture and act on process data.

Improve Factory Intelligence



How Does a Single Blower Dryer Work?
Single- and dual-blower desiccant dryers are similar in 
that both types deliver excellent performance.  
A dual-blower dryer has a blower for process air and 
an additional blower for regeneration air.  Whereas, 
a single-blower dryer simply has one blower that 
provides process, regeneration and cooling air flow.  
This is possible due to an advanced controls package 
and switching valve.  The switching valve directs air 
to the desiccant beds as dictated by the advanced 
controls.  The desiccant beds alternate between 
material drying and regeneration, ultimately providing 
dry resin while using a small amount of energy.  
 
Major benefits to a single-blower design: 

• Smaller footprint freeing up precious floorspace 
• Fewer major components to maintain 
• Energy efficiency resulting in low cost of ownership 
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1) Switching Valve 2) Blower 3) Drying Hopper  
4) Desiccant Cans 5) Regeneration Heater 6) Process Heater
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Performance Paired With Efficiency
Sterling brings a century of experience to  
provide premium value and quality. The NGX 
Series Desiccant Bed Dryer leverages the Sterling 
legacy and expertise to provide a system that 
is suited for most drying applications including 
extrusion, injection molding, and blow molding.

The NGX Series Dryer utilizes sophisticated 
control algorithms that optimize each adsorption 
and regeneration cycle for the ideal balance of 
performance and efficiency. Many competitive 
dryers run at a constant energy consumption 
profile, which results in higher energy usage.  
The NGX Series Dryer can save up to 27% in 
energy costs without sacrificing performance.
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Consistent Dew Point Performance

Examples of Quality Variations in Parts

Properly Dried

Percentage of rejected parts 
increases if materials are 
not dried properly to a target 
dew point of -40° F or below.

Best-in-Class Drying Performance Maintains Quality
Desiccant Bed Drying Technology is Known for Excellent Drying Performance

When conditions get tough, the NGX Series Desiccant Bed Dryer delivers. The NGX Series  
was engineered to improve the desiccant bed concept by optimizing air flow, temperature 
and time duration.

The NGX Dryer also adjusts the regeneration cycle based on operating conditions.  If dew 
point or material moisture levels change, the smart control system adjusts the regeneration 
cycle accordingly.  Additionally, over-dry protection comes standard to protect sensitive resin. 
The result is efficient, best-in-class drying performance. 

Splay Due To High Moisture
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Engineered for Efficiency
The NGX Series Desiccant Bed Dryer Reduces Operating Costs

Reduced Energy Usage

100%72%55%
Energy Consumption

NGX Dryer with 
Switch On Dew Point

Wheel Dryers

NGX Standard Dryer

During the cold winter months and cool summer nights, ambient dew points often  

drop substantially.  The NGX Series Dryer takes advantage of these changing conditions in  

a smart way.  Sterling’s Switch-On Dew Point option monitors critical parameters that  

allow the dryer to optimize each desiccant bed cycle time, resulting in energy reduction.

Optional Switch-On Dew Point Feature Provides Additional Energy Savings

Trust the engineers at  

Sterling to determine  

if the Switch-On  

Dew Point option is  

right for your facility.

Compared to typical wheel dryer technology, the NGX Dryer 

saves 27% in energy costs. Regeneration heating time is precisely 

controlled with sophisticated algorithms to optimize performance 

and efficiency.  In contrast to a typical wheel dryer, a desiccant 

bed dryer turns off the heater during the cooling cycle and 

minimizes heating airflow during regeneration. On average, the 

NGX regeneration heater only runs 65% of the time compared to 

a wheel dryer running 100% of the time.
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Flexible System Configurations
Nomad All-In-One Drying and Conveying Solution

Take advantage of an all-in-one solution to drying with the 

compact Nomad Portable Integrated Conveying System. The 

NGX Nomad allows operators to automatically convey material 

to the drying hopper and the process machine with integrated 

controls, which means that no additions or expansions to existing 

conveying systems are required when adding an NGX Nomad 

dryer to your system. In addition, when equipped with an optional 

RPV proportioning valve, two materials (typically virgin and 

regrind) can be automatically conveyed to the drying hopper, 

eliminating the need to mix the two prior to drying.

Machine Mounted
The NGX-25 and NGX-50 are both available 
in a machine mount configuration that 
mounts the dryer and drying hopper 
directly to the 
feed throat 
of a process 
machine.

Cart Mounted
Available in 
single, double, 
or triple drying 
hopper carts to 
fit small and large 
processing needs.

Floor Mounted
Each dryer is available 

as a floor mounted unit 

with integrated casters. 

This configuration can be 

used with remote drying 

hoppers, remote machine 

mount drying hoppers, or 

as a direct replacement  

for an old dryer while  

still utilizing the existing 

drying hoppers.



Options to Help You Get More from Your Production Floor.
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Alarm Light & Horn

Audio and visual 
indication to aide 
in performance 
monitoring.

Ethernet Switch Kit 

Allows simple 
integration into any 
compatible Ethernet 
network.

Volatile Trap

Critical for protecting 
internal components 
from a wide range of 
volatile compounds.

Pre-Cooler and 
After-cooler

Bolt on coolers to 
optimize operation 
in lower temperature 
or high temperature 
configuration.

Advanced Controls
Intuitive Controls Provide Ease of Operation and Performance Monitoring

The NGX Series Dryer comes standard with an intuitive and industry-proven controls platform.   

The high-resolution 7” touch screen provides easy operation of the dryer.  The colorful home screen 

displays an easy visual reference of all critical drying parameters and processes.   

The layout is intuitive and allows the operator to 

quickly learn the functionality of the controls.  The 

NGX Series Dryer uses proven Allen-Bradley PLC 

technology for consistent reliable performance.

The control interface gives operators power 

at their fingertips with many standard data 

logging capabilities.  Trend charts show critical 

parameters that help analyze dryer performance 

and monitor the dryer for specific maintenance 

needs. 

Plant managers can remotely monitor and 

control the dryer from any phone, tablet, or 

computer using the built in VNC server.   

The PLC, color touch screen, and monitoring 

capabilities provide a great platform to capture 

and act on process data enabling a smarter 

plastics facility.


